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%0MENCA TUR E

A - area, ft
2

f
a - albedo, non-dimensional

b - distance defined in Figure 8

d - radius defined in Figure 8

do M element of planet surface area, ft
2

D - cylinder diameter, ft

F M view factor for flat plate, non-dimensional

L1 length of cylinder, ft

h W altitude above planet surface, nautical mile@

Ir  = solar energy rate rflected per planet unit area, Btu/hr-ft
2

It = total energy rate emitted per planet unit area, Btu/hr-ft 2

IW. = energy rate emitted'or reflected per planet unit area in
the direction , But/'.r-ft 2

q M radiant energy rate received by velicle, Btu/hr

r W radius of sphere or hemisphere, ft

R - radius of the planet, nautical miles

S = solar constant, Btu/'hr-ft
2

r = radius of integrating hemisphere, Figure 8

P = area of flat plate, ft2

- distance defined in Figure 8 or Figure 11

= angle between vertical to vehicle and cylinder or
hemisphere axis or normal to flat plate, degrees

OC = angle between normal to planetary element and vector to the
vehicle, degrees
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" spherical ordinate af the horizon is se.*t: from vehicle, degree.

,9) - distance between planet surfnee element and vehiele,
nautical m.les

Sspheri'c'al .absina, degrees

0 angie of rotation of the anis of cvliider or Itl.aii-phere
or normal tr flat plste about a vertical to the vehicle,
measured from the plane of the earlh-veltrie and earth-swn
vectors, degrees

= angle between axis of cvlinder or hemisphere or normal to
flat plate and the vector from the vehicle to the planetary
elemental area. degrees

angle between vehic]e-earth'vec'tor and the vector from the
ve(lie. to the Olauititrv elementell area, degree.

$ 3 *aviql * !,etween eiarth I Uin v.ctor anti extended normal to the
planeta&rv elemental area, degrees

CA) = angle defined in figure R degrees

-l = angle defined in Figure P4. degreto

= ;angle defissed i ki ,i'a. , l . . ....

Sulscript,

0', 1. 1 . 3 etc. - refer to various. ntermectionp an e planeta'y apbore

T
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A preyequisi-,e to th: d40lootelatef a sysiem for the thermal
3rtral 3f a apize vehicle is % eafe and -omplei e 4*fuzait ionn of the beat

sour:es and sinks in space., ard Ait- modeun and magnitcdes of hext transfer.I. The stuzdy presented bwe :P .ntf ridA to prov:.d tha' it i.nratbon, blaseld upon
the most reliable data ava--Iahie. 'The curves an-I tabllated data
given provitle A zomplete mapping of the space th#'rmal raaiation environmnt
throu~ghout the solar system Direct iolar radiat-ion. Alanetary allhe4o, aid
planetary thermal radiation are con~sidered for vehice surftei of sphericals
hemispherical, cylindrical a-d flat plate c.figuxat~ons. By rousbining these
shapes and/or building up a ZMP39s.'e 3f flat -Rmrfaces. heat incident to
space vehicles af any configra.i3n. io:ated anyWher,( 'I-n the sol01ar Imystes
can be obtained. F.3 conv%;nAence, the bulk of the data :;a given in cuarve,
form in Supplement A or hanijPOMpUtAt--on and Pooar ~ rnp*'Po.s aid in
tabular form in Supplement' B-Dr wxse as anutasnt:: digital computer data
input.

I diton, internal heat low&.s which are quaite unrtertain for future
vehickes\ are discussaed in light of e~ti~mate:P hase4 n pr*,sently jpreposed
mission

V ork represents9 a partion of th#' stmAY being performed uader
-~ ConvrAir Astranautics RrA. Ili-i21.
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INTROMICTION

Development or design of a system for controlling an environmental
factor must have am a prerequisite a thorough understanding of the magnitude
and character of that factor. In the case of thermal control for space
vehicles it is necessary to clearly define the heat sources and sinks, and
modes of heat transfer available in space. The study reported herein is in-
tended to accomplish this, based on the most reliable information currently
available. This represents the second part of a larger study program
being conducted under Convair Astronautics RFA 111-9121. The first part
of the program was reported in References I and 2 and includes a detailed
literature search of the subject and summaries of discussions held with
a number of specialists in the field describing their current activities
and proposed work. The following parts of this program will describe
studies of control techniques and their effectiveness and application to
the various phases of space flight and types of vehicles.

This report presents the results of parametric analyses of direct
solar radiation, earth thermal radiation and albedo, to provide a means
for defining vehicle external heat loads. Elemental vehicle shapes, in-
cluding a plane surface, are considered with attitudes and altitudes as
parameters. Use of the data presented, combining various shapes where
necessary, will permit the calculation of the basic external heat load
in space of any vehicle configuration. Internal heat loads, which are
quite uncertain for future vehicles, are discussed in light of estimates
based on presently proposed missions.
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Environmental Analysis

The !rowinmsy activitv in the fi'dl, of space vehicleux has generated
a similarly growing demand for means of rtaintai'ning safe operating tempera-
tures within these velicles. lemnved fro": the atmosphere and its thermafl
influet:ce, the space vehicle derives its temperature control through the
regulation of thermal radittion. Temperature rise of an object in space
must be the result of internal heat dissipation or radiation absorbed at
its surface. Temper.ature fall must, in the long run. be the resul-t of
radiation emitted by the surface. Internal heat dissipation will in
general, be defined by the specific mission requirements, leaving radi-
ation control as the prime means of temperature regulation It is possible
to use such schemes as evaporative mass transfer for cooling or internal
electrical heaters for heating but such methods are not practical for
long duration flights due to the payload penalty.

As a consequence, the study of temperature control for space vehicles
must be focused on radiation control; which becomes meaningful only after
a thorough knowledge of the therr.,al radiation environment in space has been
obtained. This environment, for purposes of this report, will he referred
to as Natural Thermal environment, in contrast to the term induced thermal
environment which applies to the heat load generateld by the vehicle
operation, its crew and equipment. This natural thermal environment is
made up essentially of three sources; direct solar r'adiation, planetary
thermal radiation, and reflected solar radiation (planetary albed*). The
contribution of each of these sources is analyzed in detail in the follow-
ing sections. In addition, the much more nehulous problem of the induced
thermal environment has been analyzed in a general manner. Thio type of
treatment is the best that can be done until missions and vehicles hecme
more firmly established and equipment details, wh-ich will continually
change with the state of-the art, become frozen for specific ap-lications.
This study, however, should provide a firm hackground for the evaluation
of control techniques wtich is the next phase of the work to h covered
under this RlEA. Further, it supplies all of the basic data necessary for
a complete evaluation of the external heat load to which any space vehicle
will be subjected and is readily usable for transient analyses where
manual or digital computer techniques will be used.
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A. Natural Thermal Environment

The origin of the thermal radiation environment in Apace is the suU
Direct solar radiation is obviously the moat P2!'nificant external heat,
source to a space vehicle, hut depending upon the particular trajector'
being flown, it may he followed closely by planetary thermal radiation
and albedo. Planetary thvormal radintion is basically the reradiation of
molar energy previously absorbed by the planet surface or atmosphere.
While planetary albedo, which, is defined as diffuse reflectivity, is'the
fraction of total solar energy incident to the planet which is reflected
away by its surface or atmosphere. It is clear, then, that the natural
thermal environment for a vehicle traveling through space must be obtained
by proper summing of' these sourcpes; and further that the variations is
magnitude and direction of theme heat loads, as seen by a vehicle, follow
rather independent relationships. Consequently, the three sources are
treated separately in the following sections, however, for albed. and
thermal radiati-an, the same vehicle configurations are considered.

1. Solar Radiation

The sun radiates approximately an a black body with a surface tempera-
ture of about 10,000. degrees Fahrenheit. The thermal radiation received
by an isolated body in space varies, for all practical purposes, inversely
with the square of its distance to the sun. At earth's average distance
(one astronomical unit) its mangitude, usuallv referred to an the solar
constant, has bern established as 442. +"0- Btu/hr-ft2 . This figure has
been derived from the reduced data of a large number of measuarements in-
cluding rocket-borne spectrographs (Ref. 3, 4). Umin! thia earth-distance
value as a fiducial point, the variation of direct solar l,eat flux with
distance to the sun, including appropriate values for the planets, is
shown in Fig. 1. The solar heat fluxes for the planet" are also listed
in Table 1.

For the case of interplanetarv flight, the space vehicle will bhe in
direct sun light along practically all of its path. However, for am
orbiting vehicle, in close proximitv to a planet, the eclipsing or shadow-
ing mus* be considered. The shadowed region in space is made up of the
umbra or totally shaded area and the penumbra or partially Ahadvd area in
which a portion of the sun is still visible. An axntlvais of the influence.
of passing through these regions, on the heat input 10 an actual vehicle
clearly shows that the eff *ct of the penumbra jia quite small jind may for
most practical purposes be neglected. The umbra cone. howe~ver. can be
very significant, resulting in a direct solar heat input reduction of
greater than 40% for near orbits. Included in Tafile 1. are the umbhra
cone angles and apex altiitudes for ttt* various planets.
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11. planetary Tibermal it n

Therml energy i-s radiaerd 11w. laneti in 'the sa-me -manlier a-" ii is
radi sieA lVy amy ffeated -dnv. Phe Vmaanitu,&e of I tiq radi al i on dependA
en tthe etrface leniperatiare az-nd ito -emissibm characeri's1its. The lattev
involves ltbe qlrmperties of arny a mw-phPe'- m-hi-e'h -may -exis &v -s well as the
emis-irity of ithe siurface ilteelt. rCvneque-nIty, -hanges of a-mo-sVherile

cemdtie~s, tpej~~isteasom and I!=*,e sf da&. i-ntr-ou-ce variatiivas i
the plianetary fteirmal radiiatiinmm. Tlwe-er, neg~ev1i-nM delails -of 'Lie
planet slurface~, it is 1pomsslhe 4t'o v-onpu~t'e the avreT-age emergy rad-ialed by
a planet lusiamg a 11herwil balancle I'am-ed on tthe sollar raWdiation ahaorbe
by the planet. Is 11he lemperaturtes rof ivoal plavets -d not v-nry appr'eciAbl'y
ever eziteaded peri*ds, it can hbe 'eo'imlurded that ithe thermally rafited
energy is etquivalent ta the zkasbed sm~aar en-Pr~y. Iherefiore1 ainr* the
incidenat solar energy aA awerage ailhbede ,arm well Ic-n-aw I-or -mvat plwet
the average thermal rladialirm cam %Pi radily ca1runlatvd.

USiag S as Iffie AMIAT IheAtt if Ilu per umit pirvjjecte-d area -of Ithe pawnet
(as seen from the alum)* a as the ,plamtetary oabedv, A as the $ la-ne
raidjius, and It asu lle ttermall *a-errgy vadiated ;per arevage t-nit plat
area and time, the energy lbalamce As::

or

(2)

TVsiiig Iffe albedo valv~e-s -of Table 1,, -most of which was obtained Ives
Ref. 5, anid 'the solar heat flux -atA for the vari-ou-s planevts from Fi.. I
or ~alble 11,; ftbe a'weragav pla;netavy thbermal radiations have bee-n Comkputed

;and are given also Am Tablse 1.

llawui-g Ithus esltablished the magvitudes of the thermal radiation f-so
the variovua plamiets,, the-~e rem-al-na -only the ical-cula-tion of this energy
i-n fspace -as it will be i-nterce-pted by a spa-ce vehicle. To -make this
.amalysis jiozaible in a paramelric maniner., it is assumed that the pisoe't
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surface is radiating uniformly so that the average value applies to any

region of the surface. In view of the velocities nnd types of trajectories

which space craft may he expected to experience, tl,is appears to he a
reasonable assumption. In addition, since thermal radiation is only
significant for altitudes less than about three planet diameters, the
radiation is far from being parallel and consequently the vehicle external

configuration must be specified for a heat flux value in space to be

meaningful. The shapes considered in this study include the sphere, hemis-
phere, cylinder, and flat plate. In general any space vehicle shape could,
for practical purposes, be analyzed as an assembly of flat plates, making
it unnecessary to study, in parametric detail, specific configurations

whose analytical treatments are appreciably more complex than that of the
flat plate. Configurations other than those mentioned will, generally, be
in this area of higher complexity.

For convenience of use only the thermal radiation heating data which
has been calculated forthe above configurations, is plotted in reference
to the earth. To use these curves for a vehicle in the proximity of
another planet it is only necessary to correct the altitude heing-considered
to an equivalent earth altitude by multiplying it by the earth to new
planet radius ration as gi,en in Table 1, and using the appropriate planetary
thermal radiation value (It) in the ordinate term.

a. Planetary Thermal Radiation to a Sphere

For a spherical body, the geometrical relationship shown in Fig. -.

The radiant heat flux, incident to a sphere of radius r, from the
element of planet surface ds is

7F

(s)

where Z. ee o" T / is the energy radiated in the di rection

determined by O .
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Then:

r -A. covu ( rJ 4):f.

Making the following substitutions:

H =h + R (s)

(6)
2. Oe- R (6)

ds= - X? H'---,H ...- (7)

{H
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The total incident heating raie from the planet to the sphere in.

7

which after integration and substitution of CO "0 ==L yields.

(is8)

Figure 3 shows the value 9/ "P " which is the planetary thermal
radiation to a sphere per unit of great circle (or projected) area and
per unit of Eurface thermal radiation, as a function of the altitude above
the earth surface. The It term is included in the ordinate scale
definition rather than in the curve plot itself to priclude obsolescence
of the curves in the event a more accurate value for earth albedo is
determined in the future. At present there is a minor disagreement among
the data of various investigators as to the exact value. The 0.40 value
given in Table 1, appears to be the most likely value at present.



b. Planetary Thiernsil IIa&,aiinn to Cyliider

For a cylindrical bodt, the tonf$igraian iP *hnws i.n Fi. 4. A

new variable, the attitude of the cyinder wit)h re'pett to the pl-amet*

defined 1y the angle 1% , has to be cocsidered.

The radiant heat flux incident to the lateral syurtace of a cylinder

of diameter 0 and length L fron the eetneom of planet sarfae As It!

where D L sin A is the projectiwt of The cylinder surfave as seen
is the emtergy radiatt-A in Thte -direrliv=.from ds , and It WO /1" A

The values of H, e dIAs and are given mgalm 'by equatin )
through (a)

The value of sin 4 is.

where

(I'
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AllTer ubstitutions and some algebraic manipulatinn, the total incidentheat flu. from the planet to the cylinder can be written as:

(:15

A ~ (is)

C (is)

(1-7)

The expression cannot be integrated analytically; a numerical
integration is required. To perform this, and other numerical integra-
tions mentioned later in the report, the solutions were programmed on amautomatic digital computer. The results are plotted in Fig. 5, wherethe values of q/DLlt are given as a function of the altitude above the
earth surface h. with the attitude angle P an a parameter.

To apply these curves to a vehicle in the proximity of a planetother than earth the same procedure and correction term as given for
the rase of the sphere and as listed in Table 1, may be used.

4k'
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C. Planetary Thermal Radiation to a lemisphere

For a hemispherical body, the configuration in shown in Fig. 6.
The orientation parameter, . for the hemisphere although similar
to that for a cylinder, must assume values throughout 1900 since the
hemisphere is only symmetrical about one orthogonal axis.

The radiant heat flux incident to the hemispherical surface of
radius r from the element of planet surface ds is:

where V2.' 1r " (eovy4 + i) in the projectinn of the hemispherical
surface as a-ten from do and I+_ COOC /? is the energy
radiated in the direction C . The values of H,C09OC , do and
are given again by equations (5) through (8).

The value of - A is

" =C0 coo + - sL. S cS'., tCI,9S (20)

where C"O and SW are as defined in equations (13) and (14).

After substitutions and algebraic manipulation, the total incident heat
flux from the planet to the hemispherical surface can be written as

(21)

+ (A4 ja) o
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where

A Z- cRo~~

B go -

The first term of the integration may he performed analytically to give the
heat flux as follows,

(22)

RzJ + (Hc+e-ss)

0

The second term was integrated numerically. The results are plotted in
Fig. 7, where the gemetric factor q/fLl t  is given as a function

of the altitude, h, above the earth's surface with the attitude angleI
as a parameter. These curves may be used for other planets as explained
for the case of the sphere.
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4JW,

d. Planetary Thermal Radiation to a Flat Plate

For a flat plate a similar integration method may be used. How-
ever, a much similar solution cax. he found by resorting to a geometrical

method of obtaining the view factor.

It can be proved that the view factor of a surface from a small
flat plate can be geometrically determined as follows. The surface is
projected from the viewing point onto a sphere having ils center at the
viewing point. The image on the sphere is then projected onto the plane
of the small flat surface. The view fartor is then determined from

F - area projected on plane*1rp

where p is the radius of the sphere.

For our case the surface is the region of the planet which the flat
plate can see, and the radius of the sphere is taken as the dVISance
between the plate and the tangec point T, as shown in Yig. A.

The general case is that in which the plane of the plate Intersects
the planet, and will be analyzed first.

The area of the circular segment A1 is:

A Tr ds e.d s;r, a), '(23)

To obtain the value of 4>1

£O,~ e0-29'(24)

, : -
(26)
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h C- pE6Jf '& (27)

- -(28)

(29)

1/.- (30)

- (31)

- I O"-2 5,-' -(34)

The area A1  is auhstracted from, 11d to give A1
The area of the circular segment A3  is:

A .3  pci Y - 2 -
(3 0 Z(35)

4r
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For a similar way'as for tl it can be found that:

L(36)

Then, projecting the areas A2 and A3  on the plane of the flat plate,
and dividing the sum of their prnjections by 17,o the view factor
is obtained.

The rrsulting expression is:

F = L o 2'

3&0O 441 zt1

A much simpler expression is obtained when the plane of the
plate does not intersect the planet. In that case, A,zA3- Oa AM

Then:

7rp
8(38
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In either case, the total heat flux from the planet to the flat
plate is given by:

I- t F (39)

where p is the area of the pate. Figure 9, shows a plotting of
the thermal radiation to a flat place as a function of altitude with
the attitude angle r as a parameter. Again, to apply these curves
to planets other than the earth, the procedure given for the sphere may
be used.

III. Planetary Albedo

As mentioned earlier in the renort, planetary alhedo is the ratio of
reflected to \otal incident solar radiation. As such, the units of the
term albedo are unity, however, as the expression has been being brought
into discussions more and more frequently in recent years it is now often
being used to mean the reflected energy itself. Whatever the final
precise definition of the term, it clearly differentiaies the portion of
the incident solar energy which is reflected by the planet from that which
is absorbed and reradiated.

The average albedo for planets located up to 10 astronomical units
from the sun is known with reasonable accuracy, the value for the earth
being the least accurate. Extreme values of .29 to .52 for the earth
are considered acceptable for specific times due to daily as well as
seasonal variations in cloudiness and surface conditions. The value of
0.40 has been selected as a likely average and is given in Table 1.
This value, which hais been frequently used in the past may be superseded
in the future by a number closer to .16 which has been recommended by
Dr. Sigmund Fritz who has compiled a number of recent measurements made
in diverse areas of the world under varying weather conditions. The
current satellite programs will undoubtly provide a highly refined
evaluation of this in the future.

At distances greater than about 10 astronomical units from the

sun the accuracy of the planetary albedo fall- off significantly, due
to the very small magnitude of the reflected energy.

To permit a parametric analysis of the solar energy reflected from
a planet, the same assumption which was made for thermal radiation; viz.
a uniform planet surface with regard to radiation characteristics, will
he made. It is further assumed that the planet surface reflects diffusely
i.e., it obeys Lambert's law. While these assumptions may not be entirely
accurate, particularly for the earth where large bodies of water exist;
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their use can in general be full* rju tified hy consderatinn of trajectoriest
orbits and velocities .1iich the v.eh-.cjes, tha-t are heing used in the
analysis, will experience.

Baqed upon these as.eunptions it i. clear that the reflected energy
will have a cosine distribution, not only with respect to the angular
radiation from a given area, but over the sunlit surface of the planet
as well. This considerably cnmplicates the problem over the case of
thermal radiation with the result that a direct analytical solution is
not available even for the case ef a spherical vehicle, and for the cases
of vehicles other than a sphere the nuuber of computations is greatly
increased due to the increased number of variables. The result is that
some 97 pages of curves are necessary to adequately d:escribe reflected
heating to the sphere, beniephere, cylinder and flat plate which were
used in the thermal radiation amalyses. As a consequence of the bulk
involved, these albedo heating data curves are being published ,as
Supplement "A' to tMis report sile the same data, in tabular form,
especially useful as computer program input tables are being published
as Supplemeat 181.

As in the case of the thermal radiatiom analysis, the heating data
is plotted in reference to the earth. Also, the data may be used for
vehicles in the proximity of (tb,er planets by applying the same radius
ratio correction terms to obtain an equivalent earth altitude, and then
using the appropriate ordinate multiplying factor given in Iable 1. This
factor takes into account the albedo and solar heat input to the planet
considered.

a. Albedo Radiation to a Sphere

Considering the reflected (or albedo) heat flux incident to a sphere
in space, the most general configuration is given in Fig. 10. As in the
case of thermal radiation, this heat flux to a sphere of radius r
from the element of planet surface ds, is:

d11 (40)

where I o ]r 'e" /Tr is the fraction
of refl*,cted solar radiation in the direction determined by a< . It is
the total reflected energy per unit of planet stirface, and is given by:

(41)
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Where S is the direct solar heat flux normal to the sun direction,
a, the albedo and A, t he angle between the vertical to the planet
surface at de and the direction to the sun, as shown in Fig. 10. Then,

2. (42)

C, b('O(S -ACj4 4, are given by (6), (7), and (8).

The value of CO-0od is:

e~-~~ e~+ ~. ~ ~(43)

where 156 is the angle between the heated body and the sun.

Substituting these expressions in (42) and integrating for & and Oj
can be obtained. However, careful consideration lias to be -given

to the limits of integration. Two cases should be considered, as
illustrated in Fig. 11. The first one occurs when the region of the
planet seen from the satellite is completely sunlit. This condition can
be expressed as ( 1 5 40-e ), and the limits of integration
are 0 and 4, for 096 , 0 and 17' for t (the integral with respect
to O is multiplied by 2). When the region of the planet seen from the
satellite is only partially sunlit (M&67>V -8i ), a variable
upper limit for has to be introduced. It is convenient to perform
the integration 0or two regions- the first region (labeled ( in the
figure) is totally sunlit, and the limits are 0 to1' for 7

0 to Tr for The limits for region 2 are ff2.- a to
f or & and to 0 7A 4r -+ A 1  cd& %9
for$ • This variable limit can be obtained as follows. From Fig. 11,
it is imwediate that

(+4

(44)
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Also Pc c o c4 . (45)

and 
(46)

Therefore + "= - c.1O.-s) (47)

Finally by adding the integrals over regions / and 2, the total solar

radiation reflected by the planet incident upon the sphere 
is:

2i. 2

This equation holds for -05 < 7 • For the'first

term of (48) disappears and the lower lower limit on & of the second

term becomes i " r/-,-

Integration with respect to € in immediate, not so with respect

to &- which requires a numerical method. Figure 12 shows the value

of f/ I. e L'5a which is the heat flux to a sphere per unit of

great circle (projected) area per unit 
of reflected solar radiation; as

a function of altitude above the earth surface, with &S as a parameter.
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b. Albodo to a Cylinder

Like the solution for alhedo to a -sphere, the alhedo to a cylinder
is computed by a similar numerical method, however the Integrand is
more complex since two additional parameters defining the attitude of
the cylinder must he included. The general configuration is shown in
Fig. 13.

The radiant heat flux incident to the cylinder lateral surfatce of
diameter D and length L due to reflected solar energy from the elemeat
of planet surface do is:

dI DLI CIS (49)

where ZL % Ir LO -O-/r is the fraction of reflected

solar radiation in the direction determined 'by . I r 1s the total
reflected energy per unit of planet surface, and is given by equation (41)
where S is the direct solar heat flux normal to the sun direction, a
is the albedo and 6 is the angle between the normal to the planet
surface and do and the direction to the sun as shown in Fig. 13.

DL StVV A is the projection of the lateral surface of the cylinder
as seen from ds. With the symbols definedthe elemental incident flux
to the cylinder may be written

dL OL6& -4'/OOC*4' -n* s(so)

400 and are given hy k6), (7), and (8)

S- A is given by
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where 400 i and6;1fare as defined in equations (I.S) and (14.).
The aiigle j + s one of the altitude parameters being the angle f
rotatiom othe cylinder axis about a vertical to the cylinder.

M0 whe-n the axis lies in the plane containing the earth-
.r.e deir vectoT a-nd the earth-sn-n vector. The angle ?r is the
,ot-,her attitude parameter heing the angle between the vertical to the
yli~tner and 44" axis of the rylinffer.

T~he walue of -C~2 may he ex'pressed as. give-n in (43), where O9
Is as dfefimved for albedo to a sphere and may be referred to as the
afemith dlisetance from the vehicle tn the sun and - and are the
ar-Ialhes of itegration. Af-ter substitution and integravting with

rfesptet to 9- tand J , q can be obtained. Again as in -he case of
a Isipere ,two cases shfoud be cornsidered, the first being when the entIr*e
ar'ea of thte plaknet seen from the cvlinder is sunlit, and the second
bei~mg When the area Is onl partially sunlit, i.e., the satellite can
see a portivo of 11he terminator, in which caAe a variable limit for
Is reqiuiird and is again givenI bo (47),. Recognizing symm.etry about the
plame tls i'm g th* .ear ih-vehirce vector and the earth sun vectvv
total re et1,-Id solar heat 1lux from the planet incident o-n the cyllndri-
cal s Trface can %b written for 1 ( as:

Ir 2r

8- _ __ 3(52)
am ru + S4-e

- 2X14 c PL"9' s5*i-& cvQ(o-

~ - 4c~)
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When airs !gt the integration limits change

and integration occurs over only one zone with limits given an follows

The heat flux integrals (5.2) and (55) have been integrated
numerically on an IBM 704 computer. The results are displayed as the
geometric factor,(+/DL60.) as a function of altitude with

zenith distance, G$ , angle between the vertical to the cylinder and
the cylinder axis r and angle of rotation, O , of the axis of
the cylinder about the vertical to the cylinder referenced to the plane
containing the vertical and the earth-sun vector as the three parameters.
This graphical presentation required 22 sheetseach for a constant V*.

and ' K and are presented in Supplement A. The values considered for
the a-ttitude parameters were # = 0', 300, 600, and 900 and simul-
taneously 4 - 00, 30, 60', 900, 1200, 150', and 1800. The parameter

r need only be considered to 900 as the cylinder has end-for-end
symmetry.

The geometric factors computed for the earth may be applied to other
planets by applying the radius ratio correction term and ordinate multi-
plying factor of Table I, as described for albedo to a a sphere.

c. Albedo to a Hemisphere

The solution for albedo to a hemisphere is very similar to that
for a cylinder, the two major differences being that the expression for
the projected area of the hemisphere with respect to ds is somewhat
different and that values of from 0 to lRO must be considered as
end-for-end symmetry is not present. The general configuration for
albedo to a hemisphere is shown in Fig. 14.
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The radiant heat flux incident to the hemigpherical surface of
radius, r , due to reflected solar energy from the planet surface, do
is:

(54)

where I/r arI4COv'1) is the projected area of the hemispheri-
cal surface as seen from do and the remaining symbols are as defined
for a cylinder. Recognizing the symbols of (54) to be defined the same
as for a cylinder, the elemental incident heqt flux to a hemisphere may
be writte;

d V2 Tr '" Sc c(+'I-+ A) o
77f (55)

CO is given by

with the terms defined as for the cylinder solution.

C"o /0 is again given by equation (43)

c j~o-. sx pa" are given by (6), (7), and (8).

The integration techniques and limits are as defined for albedo to a
cylinder. The total reflected solar heat flux from the planet incident
on the hemispherical surface can be written 40r
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(TsrrA174j jIC ([' +F),&I

wheore A -4.os -I

"  -1

C Q-E

E E2

When " 06 ' 4 / + the heat flux to the
hemisphere ii

Cr~.R ASL;A~~ ~e~b (e

The heat flux integrato (57) and (58) have been integrated numeri-

cally on an IBM 7090 computer. The results are disalayed as the

geometric factor wri-So- as a function of altitude with the

three angles . ) &% and . as parameters. This graphical

presentation required 37 sheets)each for a constant 6 and 4 and

are presented in supplement A.
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The values considered for the attitude parameters were - 0S, 300,
600, 900, 1200, 1500, and 1800 and simultaneously 0 0 = , 300, 600,
90, 1200, 1,50, and 1800.

Again the geometric factors computed for the earth may be applied
to other planets by applying the radius ratio correction term and
ordinate multiplying factor of Table 1, as described for albedo to a
sphere.

d. Albedo to a Flat Plate

Considering the albedo heat flux incident on one side of a flat
plate in apace, the most general configuration in given in Fig. 15.
Development of the integral takes the same form as that for a cylinder
or a hemisphere. The heat flux incident to a flat plate of area, P
fre the element of planet surface., do, Is:

~(so)

where Po-oA is the projected area of the plate as seen from do.
Recognizing the remaining symbols to be defined as for a cylinder (59)
may be written as

,4  are given by (6), (7), and (8).

. ' is again given by equation (43).

CO- '4.- givein by equation (54) with the terms defined
ws for the ,cylinder solution. The total reflected solar heat flux from
the planet incident on the flat plate can be written as an indefinite
integral.
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where A, B, C and E are as defined for a cylinder

F Q

G COQ -% ( .CO-Q9-)
The problem of limits for the integration of (61) is severely compli-
cated by the fact that the plane of the flat plate may cut off portions
of the sunlit area of the planet.

The limits considered are discussed with respect to the computer
solution of equation (61). Two major conditions are considered, one is
if the flat plate sees the sunlit surface of the planet with the plan*
in which it lies not cutting any portion of the sunlet area, the other
is if the plane of the flat plate cuts the sunlit area. If the plane
does not cut the sunlit area, two conditions may be involved. Either
the plane sees a full sunlit zone, i.e., does not see the terminator, ijn
which case equation (61) becomes

Q0
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o- the plane sees part of the terminator in which case when 9 41r/.
(62) becomes

TS ~d&Sj *c.(4IT E "

i.

(63)

E a

when lr~e/= ii++k '-

T- a.ak' t 3
1T~ (64)

The problem becomes more complex when the plane cuts the sunlit
area as the limits of &-and 0 are determined by more complex equations.
If the plane cuts the sunlit area but the plane does not see the
terminator, equation (61) becomes for -93 <T/2- .0h4 b< /,,
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4A,5

-. __ .________,do

EL

+I Aa B'C.

a.s)

where was determined from the equation

by the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure for deter=ining roots. For
+4&. 'S q is given by equatioa (65) with the first integral

term eliminated. It should be noted that for Y > .Iy j . b 'V 0
i.e., the plane surface does not see the earth.

A number of forms of the equation (61) are possible if the plane of
the flat plate cuts the sunlit area and also sees a portion of the
terminator. For the case where the plane of the flat plate for r < W2L
intersects the terminator in two points(-Os 0 ,jand(4 4$^, )nd -&and 40A>&b

~ equation (61) becomes
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4I

PS~~ IO l A484C N+
7r E Z15r_

1%H

93 j67
*&oerce 1Gj&Owere deter-mined by the Newto-n-Raphson imethod from the
f.a2lowing equat~lnma, Yreapectivelys

-Y~tc' L G ~ (68f)
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For 04>two conditio~ns may be conidered.Tf 15Y2 -e4
equation (61) becomes

pso- ( A -5,C + F)~

S +

~ J (70)

f.., -+Y ,""4t, ! .

LL
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40 is determined by the following equation

T +S ,&-,rM r.. -+-/'s e q

/ / E s" -M " ?N

if 4g> 0' the limits change somewhat. (1

PS- .., C{ T)

SA,

~

J
i..

7p. co

±742 ?1 :- 4/?:L
p- ,. +t3d~
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Alo For the case where the -lane of the flat 1latf- :ntereor: 1he ..rmin.aor
in one point ( 4 ,&14) and tie cirre ,fined hv - - n Pne peint.

and 04 < ",tir (77 beor

Ef!E
01

T-.,2
+ A. ,C. F)d o J

S4 
X

(73
J_-., r. r - +H,,, '-.f e ]o]

where 1 is determined again by equation (68).

For $ 4 >7r two conditions are again considered.

it % -e < e, equation (61) becomes the same as (70) eept tbe
last term I eliminated and the upper, limit, -3 for the fourth term
is replaced by * •

If T/ -&> I equation (61) becomes the same as (72) except the
last term is eliminated and the upper limit, &j, for the fourth term is
replaced by .&*
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For the canne where the plane of the flat plate intersects the. circle
defined by,& J%in -two pnints(& ,! 0 ) an 0 o

equ atiom (61) becomes the same as equation (70) with the last term
elimi ated ard the upper limits of ih. third and fourth terms replaced
'by O or -e equation (61) becomes the same an equation (72)
,with Ithe last term eliminated and the upper limits of the third and fourth
t erms relacled by 111.

Tar -a similar step procedure in the integration of equation
((n1) Must 'be used and follows the same method as set forth for ) <1/2.
This will not be dome hber*.

Some difficulty is encoun-tered in determining when the plane of the
flat 1late truc the sunlit region in the vicinity of the terminator. For
a gIv4e A and h to determine whethr intersection of the plane and
temiatfor c curs,, t.he ? for the plane wi th , L 0 to be t angent to
t1he ermi vator was calculated

('jz ' (74)

The maxim VoaI'ble* with.out intersection witl the sunlit area was

Cotrrespozding to this point is a that is calculated from

(176)

For a given 0 the limiting kin for intersection of the plane of the
flat plate with the terminator was calculated from

This is not an exact determination of the Y for tanaeney of the plane of
the plate with the terwinqtor circle however, the error introduced is small.
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The heat flux integrals ate being integrated numerically on an

IBM! 7090 computer. The results will be displayed in Supplement A

as the geometrio factor(I/P5O.)as ' function of altitude with the

three angles, &$)J and #, as parameters. A number of sheets will be

required to fully display the data. Eacli sheet will be for a constant

and0 .

The albedo data for a flat plate is also useful in determining

albedo to an irregtular surface. The irregular surface may he approxi-

mated by a stries of flat plates and the albedo input is obtained by

summing the individual values for each of the flat plates.

As for the other shapes considered the flat plate geometric factors

may be applied to other planets using the correction factors of Table 1.
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IV. Use of Natural Environment Data

As can be seen from the foregnin sections, the curvep presented
in Supplement A or the data tabulated in Supplement B give a complete
mapping of space thermal radiation environment throughout the solar
system. The data can he used directly to give the total external heat
load, comprised of direct 2olar radiation, planetary alhedo and thermal
radiation, to a vehicle of a spherical, hemispherical, cylindrical, or
flat surface shape located any where in space. In addition, any other
shape can he evaluated by combining these shapes and/or building up a
composite of flat surfaces to closely approximate the desired vehicle
geometry.

It may be noted, that for distances from the planets greater tan
three diameters, the albedo and thermal radirtion loads drop to about
one percent or less, of their values close to the surface. Consequently,
beyond these altitudes, these factors can for practical purposes
generally be neglected. This fact, coupled with the increasing influence
of planetary shadowing of solar radiation at low altitudes, makes the
thermal analysis of close satellites more complex, by far, 4han for the
case of interplanetary space.

The curves given in Supplement A are intended for use when manual
computation is involved and to provide a pictoral comparison of the
effects of changes in the variables controlling the heat loads. The
tabitlations given in Supplement B are intended for use a. computer input
data for automatic digital computers. It is expected that a trajectory
program will be used to determine vehicle position and orientation in
space as a function of time, and the incident radiation can then be
automatically computed using the table look-up data and the vehicle
geometry.
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B. Induced Thermal Environment

For purposes of this report, the induced thermal environment con-
sists of the thermal conditions imposed upon the vehicle due to the
operation of the vehicle, its crew and equipment. It includes the heat
loads generated by communication systems, vehicle guidance, attitu4e
control and propulsion equipment, personnel and ecological systems, and
whatever additional equipment and instrumentation are required for
performance of the required military or scientific task.

In the case of heavily instrumented vehicles, this induced environ-
ment can become a most important factor in the thermal analysis of the
vehicle. It may, in fact become a prime factor in determining the
vehicle size,configuration and surface condition, as the heat must be
dissipated if safe operating temperatures are to prevail. Consequently,
in establishing a basis for the study of environmental control techniques,
an investigation into the induced heit loads which may be expected in
future space craft is fully warranted. Unfortunately, howkver, due to the
uncertainty of future space vehicle demands and the continuously and
rapidly changing state of the art, such an investigation must, at best,
be only very generalized in nature. The study given in this report
describes the major sources contributing to the vehicle induced heat lead
as they appear currently, with a discussion of the thermal contribution
which they may be expected to make in the future.

Three basic types of communication systems are considered necessary.
Coded transmission will require the smUllest power supply. This power
will be increased approximately one hundred times for voice transmission
and about one hundred thousand times for television transmission. Each
will have a power supply requirement varying as the square of the distance
along which the signal is transmitted. (Based on this, it may be general-
ized that the heat radiating sections of a vehicle should have linear
dimensions roughly proportional to the distance of transmission). It is
clear then, that transmissiAon system power supplies may well vary from
one to millions of watts with a corresponding magnitude of effect upon
the heat dissipation requirements.

Currently available radio guidance systems are capable of placing a
package on the moon with an accuracy of the order of 100 miles. However,
applying these systems to Venus or Mars shots, misses by several thousands
of miles could be expected. Consequently, mid-course and terminal
guidance systems are required. The complexity of these and complementary
systems, needed to provide adequate vehicle spatial attiude, to actuate
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seniqors, computers, programmers. Kad a*Anciated efqu ipment, will require
electrical power far grater than the averag~e current estimates of
20 watts for unmanned satellites and 50 watts for ehrmental manned vehicles.

Power supplies which may be required for the payload and/or instru-
mentation equipment toaeu military and scientific exploration
vehicles cannot, at preewts eriv 'defined, due to the uncertainty
concerning the types of * r equired accuracies. Ahout the
best that can he said is W s most part it appeahrs that they will
be designed for intermitten 'rtion. implying that their average 'heat
loads maw be expected to he relatively low.

For manneA vehicles, in -space, the cabin must provide all the physio-
logical necessities th4t, humans find on the grond. Vital requireffen to
of oxygen, water and food, and a -safoe elimination ortneutralization system
for disposing of metabolic produ.ct. will demand el-ectrical pow-er which
will be largely a function of Ch~e over-all duration uinder space conditions.
The operational ecological system includes all the necessary units for
maintaining safe pressuarizatfon in the cabin as well as continual control

Mever temperature, humidity, dust., -odors, microorganisms, illumination,
fe hazards and other potential dangers. Missions up to about one week

in space could be accomplished efficiently using storable products for
man's sustenance, if only two or throe men ar~e -concerned. For longer
periods, up to about one month, a system of at least partial regeneration
should be used. This mill increase the over-all power requiresmt.
Trips of nori than ton weeks in the space must have a completely r*-
generative system, making a very significant increase in required Power.
Some authors give approzimate valuwes of 10, 1100, and 1000 watts, per 'Man
as estimates of power requircd for the three umtioned ecological system
approaches.

These estimates, along with many others in this section of the report
are based upon what Is considered to 'be the 'best currently available In-
formation, but eves sno mst be taken to be only approximation., as so
complete designs exist for most of the future missions. M~any concepts are
still vague, and the efficiency of mosat of the systems to be used Is un-
certain and will undoubtedly be improved many times before their utiliza'tio,.
An an example, estimates of the, future state of lb.e art in comunticatiouo
provide values of slightly over '300 watts for television picture trass-
missions from Wars, as compared with the hundreds of millions as should ?A*
required today for minium picture quality.

Humans living in tbe space capsule will provide additional heat loads
depending upon their activity during flight. A gond, all day, averago
estimate appears to be 500 Bts/hour-mam. '(Ref. fi). This Is based in part
on data in Table 2, which was takeon from Rief. fi.
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As has been pointed out, the heat dispipatirn hy the vehicle coo-
ponents &rP not lineal functions of specific growing parameters of future
missions. Some of them depending upon distnnce to the earth, others on
the over-all durntion of flight. And, of course, the number of crew
members decisively effects the velicle internal he,t load. Consequently,
it is clear that a precise parametric study of induiced thermal environment
similar to that generated for the natural thermal environment is not
possible. There is included however, in Table 3, a graphic summary, or
analysis, of the expected ranges of internal heat loads as a function of
the type of mission. This graph is hnsed on a general compilation of
estimates made by a number of authors, primarily those in References ?T
P, and 9. The separate regions in this graph show the characteristic
steps which may be expected in the space program. It is felt that this
background information will provide a basis for the estimation and
evaluatien of environmental control systems which must be considered In
the design of future space vehicles.
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Tall. 2

E,'tiuat'd Daily Eme-ray Expenditure
!or ^-n Average U~an i-n a Seald C.~bi-A

Vodittio Du-ra&ti on Energy Expenditurv

Sleep 8 -5 52

Ilihltk*- 150 1200

Res't siITtk4 100 S00

Uset l.&Yim 1 80 8

Ligfrt ez'rcl.. 1 200 200

Hvsvy te-re is* or work 1 500 Bo0

Total 24 5000

FGPM NJO A-702-1
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